
Benefits

Quality enhancement

Collaboration and oversight 

Transparency  

Time and cost reduction
Capmatix Contract Navigator covers the end-to-end 
process of document digitalization, asset class 
agnostic, in financial markets.  

The seamless software product integration allows for 
the transformation, rather than change, of existing 
processes while additionally executing content 
generation, document digitalization, online 
document negotiation, workflow and integration, 
and approval management. 

Document digitalization 
in its entirety.
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The scope of our product solution

Our solution covers the entire value-chain of document digitalization.

1.
Content 
generation

2.
Document
digitalization

3.
Online document 
negotiation

4.
Workflow and
integration

5.
Approval
management
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Capmatix
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Founded in 1999 by Stefan Lucht & Roland Probst to offer solutions as the finance industry evolved, LPA was built on the needs of its 
clients. As those needs have grown, so has LPA, becoming one of the world’s leading creators of award-winning software and consulting 
for the finance industry. Today the company has over 400 employees in 12 cities worldwide, delivering cutting-edge consulting through 
its specialist teams, and technology through four software products: Capmatix OTC Suite, Capmatix Structured Products, Capmatix 
Contract Navigator, and Capmatix Asset Management. Motive Partners, a leading specialist financial technology investment firm, has 
been partnered with and invested in LPA since November 2018. 

Solutions

Syndicated 
Loans

Our software for commercial banks 
digitalizes loan agreements and optimizes 
end-to-end management of syndicated 
loans. We reduce cost-to-income ratio 
and prepare you for a data-driven future.

Trading
Agreements

We provide a 100% straight-through-
process (STP) for the contract life cycle, 
mitigating the high operational risk that 
occurs within 95% manual contract life 
cycles. We offer trading agreements 
solutions for various areas including 
advanced reporting capabilities, 
versioning, negotiation platform and 
electronic signatures.
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Defy the processes of the past. Deploy innovation in a way that suits you. Run to the forefront of global innovation. 

For more information, please visit www.l-p-a.com.  


